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Abstract

Etherbone is an FPGA-core that connects Ethernet to internal on-chip wishbone buses permitting any 
core to talk to any other across Ethernet.  A software library is provided that permits any computer with 
an Ethernet card to easily communicate with remote cores on the Etherbone network. The Etherbone 
core implements a wishbone master and a wishbone slave bus controller. With this scheme, any number 
of  Etherbone FPGA-cores  and application  software  tasks  can  be  connected  together  to  implement 
hybrid distributed networks of arbitrary complexity such as field-buses, timing systems, or testbeds for 
hardware debugging. Etherbone provides basic read, write and addressing functions. Etherbone data 
transfers  are  initiated  either  by  FPGA cores  connected  to  the  Etherbone  wishbone  buses  or  by 
application software via the library.  It is within in these Etherbone Accessible Devices (EAD) that  
specific cores may implement other levels of abstraction on top of Etherbone as required.   



Introduction
 Etherbone is an FPGA-core that connects Ethernet to internal on-chip wishbone buses in a 

symmetric way permitting any core to talk to any other across Ethernet.  A software library is provided 
that permits any computer with an Ethernet card to easily communicate with a network of Etherbone 
cores. Each Etherbone core and computer on the network is an Etherbone Addressable Device (EAD).

To achieve this functionality Etherbone addresses must be a combination of the remote Internet 
IP address and the 32-bit wishbone address on that device. Read and write data is transferred between 
devices via streams of UDP packets containing Etherbone payloads.   

The illustration above is an example showing how Etherbone can be used to build a network of 
Etherbone accessible devices and general purpose computers (EAD-Nodes). The connected cores may 
then  be  accessed  from application  software  across  the  Etherbone  library  or  by  other  cores.  Each 
computer  needs  only a  standard  TCP/IP implementation and an Ethernet  connection.  This  has  the 
immediate  advantage that  remote EAD-cores can be directly  accessed from user  space application 
software, without the need to implement kernel code (device drivers). It is the combination of the IP 
address and 32-bit wishbone address on the corresponding node that forms an Etherbone address. Note 
the wishbone buses connected to the master and slave Etherbone controllers are named EBS-bus and 
EBM-bus respectively.

Fig-1

This  illustration  demonstrates  three  Etherbone  devices  and  a  computer  application  
connected to each other via a switch to form a network of four nodes.
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The intention of the illustration in Fig-2 is to give an idea of a typical EAD-node configuration 
with the red parts representing what will  be defined in this  specification.  However,  in order to do 
something non trivial with Etherbone, additional cores will need to be developed. 

Accesses to the registers of the cores  on the Etherbone Slave wishbone bus (EBS-bus) are 
initiated  by  remote  nodes  while  the  Etherbone  Master  bus  (EBM-bus)  accesses  Etherbone  core 
registers. Because data is transferred across Ethernet in UDP packets, writes to the EBM-bus, destined 
for remote cores, must be collected by the EB-core to build and send a UDP packet with the correct 
target IP address, while reads from the EBM-bus can only occur once the data has arrived from a 
remote core. This fact implies that a bus protocol is needed that mirrors what happens when making 
accesses from the Ethernet side. The Etherbone core essentially treats the Rx and Tx connections to the 
MAC in a similar way as reads and writes on the EBM-bus. This implies that cores wishing to send and 
receive data to and from remote cores across Ethernet must engage in a transaction protocol with the 
EB-core via the EBM-bus.

Valid  UDP packets  are  of  five  recognized types:  write-commands (WCM),  read-commands 
(RCM), write-acknowledge (WAK), read-acknowledge (RAK) and read-data (RDT).

Fig-2

This illustrates a typical implementation of Etherbone on an EAD
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Incoming WCM write-command UDP packets

WCM commands cause the EB-core to write data to cores located on the EBS-bus. Amongst the 
many fields in a WCM packet is the data array to be written, the write start address, the address 
increment, the register transfer count and an acknowledge flag. On receiving a valid WCM packet the 
EB-core simply writes the data until either a bus error occurs or the data is transferred without error. In 
either case the EB-core looks at the acknowledge flag and if its set, it sends back an acknowledge WAK 
packet to the originators IP address and port number specifying the number of remaining registers to be 
transferred. IE zero if all went OK.

Incoming RCM read-command UDP packets

RCM commands cause the EB-core to read data from a core on the EBS-bus. The same 
registers described above are present, but the transfer count can be larger than the data area of one 
packet (300 x 32-bit registers). On receiving an RCM packet the EB-core checks the acknowledge flag 
and if it is set immediately sends a read acknowledge RAK packet back to the return IP address and 
port (in most cases the acknowledge flag will not be set). As nothing has been read yet, the number of 
remaining registers to be transfered is set to the register transfer count, put in the acknowledge packet 
and sent out. Next the EB-core performs the EBS-bus reads and builds a sequence of RDT packets that 
are sent back to the return IP address and port. RDT packets contain a sequence number, the number of 
registers remaining to be transferred after this packet and a read data register array. Any dropped 
packets can easily be re-read by calculating the start address and transfer count from the sequence 
number.

Locally initiated transfers

Local cores generating read or write commands for remote EAD-nodes must set up a 
transaction by accessing registers in the transaction area via the EBM-bus (see Fig-3). In the case of 
multiple cores that write to the EBM-bus, the bus must be multiplexed  Assuming a client core has 
exclusive access to the bus, it can set up a transaction that may result in the EB-core later receiving 
WAK, RAK and RDT packets. The EB-core eventually copies incoming WAK and RAK remaining-
register counts to the transaction area register EB-REM for later use by the client core. The RDT 
packet data and the remaining-register count are copied to the transaction areas registers at EB-DATA 
and EB-REM. The transaction data can then be read from the EBM-bus by the client core. When the 
transaction is complete the EBM-bus can be made available for use by other cores. 

See the Dispatcher appendix for one possible implementation of the bus multiplexer.

Internals of the EB-core 

Fig-3 illustrates an overview of the major components of the EB-core. The transaction area 
contains registers where transaction requests are built via the EBM-bus by cores that read and write to 
remote EAD-nodes. This area contains one packet payload worth of IO data, 300 x 32-bit registers and 
the transaction register block (TBLK).  A core connected to the EBM-bus can transfer data to and from 
remote EAD-cores. The core sets up the transaction, starts it, waits for completion,  and processes any 
return data. Amongst the TBLK registers are the remote IP address and port number, the transfer start 
address, the register transfer count, the address increment, the acknowledge flag and the 
acknowledgement result. A command register EB-COMMAND can be used to start the transaction 
once it has been set up, and the IP/UDP core status can be read via the EB-STATUS register.



Hence the status register EB-STATUS indicates the EB-core transaction progress, busy, done, so 
that client cores can synchronize with it and start setting up the next transaction.

The Internet Protocol core (IP-core) and the Rx buffer

The IP/UDP and MAC cores needs a unique network wide MAC address, the corresponding 
network IP address and the local port number. These values are initially set to zero and Ethernet is 
disabled, no default is possible as each MAC address on a network must be unique. Hence if more than 
one EAD-node is powered up, each one must be assigned a different MAC and IP address. Two 
registers can be written to from the EBM-bus that hold the IP addresses and the local port number. The 
MAC address is set up via another wishbone bus, the means by which this data is obtained is outside 
the scope of this specification, however the standard solution to the problem relies on the ARP and 
DHCP protocols. After initialization of the MAC-address, the MAC-core can deal with raw Ethernet. 
The IP/UDP core deals with these raw packets and implements the IP and UDP layers for packet 
reception and transmission. The Etherbone data will be located in the UDP payload.

Fig-3
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Various packets may arrive on the Ethernet which may not be UDP Etherbone messages, or 
packets may arrive very close together in time. This could disturb the Etherbone core if it is actively 
processing a valid message currently in the Rx RAM buffer. Thus writing to the Rx RAM buffer must 
be disabled while the Etherbone core is using it actively in order to guarantee a coherent state while 
processing a transaction. Packets that arrive at a bad time will be ignored by the IP-core while the 
Enable-Rx signal is false. This signal will only be set true between arriving packets, never during 
reception, hence guaranteeing only complete packets get stored in the Rx buffer. The Rx-ready signal 
indicates the Rx buffer has new data available.

Etherbone UDP packet layout

EB-packets are contained in the payload area of a standard UDP packet. So what arrives in the 
Rx buffer is an IP packet of type UDP in which the Etherbone data is in the payload.

IP packet format
Byte Position Description Abbreviation
1 Version  4-Bit + IHL 4-Bit VER, IHL
2 Type of service TOS
3..4 Total Length TOL
5..6 Identification ID
7..8 Flags 3-Bit +Fragment Offset 13-Bit FLG, FRO
9 Time to Live TTL
10 Protocol PRO = 17 for UDP
11..12 Header Checksum IP-SUM
13..16 Source IP Address SRC
17..20 Destination IP Address DEST
21..23 Options OPT
24 Padding
25, 26 … Payload

If the packet uses the UDP protocol then the protocol number PRO=17 

UDP packet format
Byte Position Description Abbreviation
1..2 Source Port number SPORT
3..4 Destination Port number DPORT
5..6 Length MLEN
7..8 Checksum
9,10 … Payload



The payload of the UDP packet should contain an EB packet with a valid EB header type. 
Valid UDP packets are of five recognized types are: write-commands (WCM), read-commands (RCM), 
write-acknowledge (WAK), read-acknowledge (RAK) and read-data (RDT).

EB packet format
Byte Position Description Abbreviation
0..7 EB protocol number EB-PRO = WCM, RCM, WAK, RAK, RDT
8..15 Start register address EB-SAD
16..23 Address increment EB-ADINC
24..31 Register transfer count EB-RCNT
32..39 Acknowledge flag EB-ACKF
40..47 Swap bytes flag EB-SWABF
48..55 Reply port number EB-RPORT
56..63 Remaining EB-REM
64..71 Sequence number EB-SEQN 
62..127 Reserved EB-RESERVED
128..1327 Data area 300 x 32-bits EB-DATA

EB packet semantics

• WCM Write data command packet

◦ To write data to an EAD-node, send it a WCM UDP packet. A WCM command is contained 
in one UDP packet so EB-RCNT can never exceed 300. To write more data than this, issue 
multiple WCM commands. EB-SAD contains the register number on the target wishbone 
bus where writing is to begin, it is not a byte address. EB-ADINC is the address increment 
in registers so a value of one is the usual contiguous write to successive memory, while a 
value of zero is used to write to a FIFO where the address does not change. If EB-SWABF 
is non zero, bytes are swapped in each register before writing to wishbone. If EB-ACKF is 
set a WAK packet is sent back to the callers IP address on the port EB-RPORT. EB-DATA 
contains the register data area to be written.

• WAK Write data acknowledged

◦ If the EB-ACKF was set on the last WCM command, the EB-core will generate a WAK 
packet and send it back to the callers IP address and EB-RPORT number.  The EB-SAD, 
EB-ADINC, EB-RCNT and EB-SWABF values correspond to those set when WCM was 
issued. The EB-REM field contains the number of registers remaining to be written, this 
should be zero if all went well, otherwise a wishbone bus error has occurred.

• RCM Read data command packet

◦ To read data from an EAD-node, send it an RCM packet. An RCM command will result in a 
stream of one or more sequenced RDT packets being sent back to the callers IP address and 
EB-RPORT number depending on the value of EB-RCNT and if it exceeds 300. If the EB-
ACKF flag is set a RAK packet is built and immediately sent back to the callers IP address 
and EB-PORT number. Next the EB-core starts reading data starting at EB-SAD with 
increment EB-ADINC. It should be noted that for some cores, for example multichannel 
ADC devices which stores interleaved data for all channels, the samples can be read one 
channel at a time by setting EB-ADINC appropriately.  The EB-core builds the RDT 
sequence starting with EB-SEQN = 1 and sends them back to the usual IP address and port 



number.

• RAK Read data request acknowledged

◦ If the EB-ACKF was set on the last RCM command, the EB-core will generate an RAK 
packet and send it back to the callers IP address and EB-RPORT number. The EB-SAD, EB-
ADINC, EB-RCNT and EB-SWABF values correspond to those set when RCM was issued. 
The EB-REM field contains the number of registers remaining to be read, this should be 
equal to EB-RCNT because the reading process has not yet started.

• RDT Read data transfer packet

◦ These packets are sent back to the callers IP address and EB-RPORT number and they carry 
up to 300 registers of read back data each. The EB-REM field contains the number of 
registers still to be read back after this packet. EB-SAD, EB-RCNT and EB-ADINC refer to 
the section of data read in this packet. If EB-SWABF was set in the RCM packet, register 
bytes are swapped prior to writing them to EB-DATA.

EB-core transaction area registers

A similar protocol to that described above takes place when a local core initiates a transaction 
across the EBM-bus. All registers in the EB-core transaction area are 32-bits. 

EB-COMMAND WO This is a write only register, 1=START
EB-STATUS RO This is a read only status register, 0=DONE, 1=BUSY
EB-IOD RW IO direction WRITE, READ
EB-SAD RW Start register address of transfer
EB-ADINC RW Address increment in registers
EB-RCNT RW Transfer register count
EB-SWABF RW Swap register bytes flag
EB-ACKF RW Acknowledge expected flag
EB-RIP RW Remote target IP address
EB-RPORT RW Remote port number to send to
EB-LIP RW Local IP address of this EAD
EB-LPORT RW Local port number, port that this EAD is listening to
EB-REM RO Registers waiting to be transferred from RAK/WAK
EB-SEQ RO Sequence number
EB-DATA 300 RW Data area for reading and writing

EB-core transaction area semantics

Two possible transactions are possible determined by EB-IOD, namely WRITE and READ. The 
meaning of the registers in the transaction area matches those already explained in the Etherbone 
packet layout chapter. In addition there are some extra registers that are needed …

• EB-COMMAND 

◦ This register is write only, writing the value “one” to it starts the transaction that has been 
previously set up.

• EB-STATUS

◦ This register is read only and indicates the busy done state during the transactions progress. 
On receiving a start command the status goes to the busy state.  When either data becomes 
available for reading, or when the transaction is complete, the status becomes done. It is 



assumed that the client core can absorb data faster than it is transferred across UDP.  On 
receiving either a RAK, WAK or RDT packet the EB-core simply copies data and sets the 
EB-REM register. If EB-REM gets to zero the transaction is complete, otherwise a timeout 
is needed

• EB-IOD

◦ This register simply determines the IO direction with respect to the EB-core, write causes 
data to be transferred to a remote EAD, while read gets data from it.

• EB-RIP

◦ This is the the IP address of the remote EAD for the transfer. 

• EB-RPORT

◦ This is the port number on the remote EAD node that will be written to and on which it 
should be listening on.

• EB-LIP

◦ Local IP address of this EAD node. The IP address for this MAC is held in some table that 
is available through DHCP. Its out of scope to describe how the IP address is obtained.

• EB-LPORT

◦ This register is the port number on which this EAD is listening on. EB-RPORT is a 
configuration parameter perhaps even built into the code.

• EB-REM

◦ After each RDT packet arrives the remaining registers value is set here. All error free 
transfers should end up with this value equal to zero.

• EB-SEQN

◦ This is the last register to be updated by the EB-core so it can be used as a next packet 
indicator together with EB-REM to synchronize access to incoming RDT packet data.



Etherbone software library Application Program Interface (API)

The Etherbone API permits application code to access cores on remote EAD-nodes using a 
standard TCP/IP socket library. The application must open a connection to the library which returns an 
opaque handle in a void pointer. This handle is used on subsequent read and write calls. 

/** 
 * The maximum number of registers in a UDP packet 
 */ 
#define EboneMAX-REGS 300 

/** 
 * Initialize the library for a specified local port number.
 * The returned pointer is an opaque handle that you will use in 
 * all subsequent Ebone library calls. 
 * 
 * @brief Open local port and allocate memory 
 * @param lport, local port number to be used 
 * @return Handle or NULL on error, see errno 
 */ 
void *EboneOpen(short lport); 

/** 
 * Close the local port and garbage collect resources.
 * 
 * @brief Close handle and garbage collect resources
 * @param handle, previously opened handle 
 * @return 1 if OK else 0 
 */ 
int EboneClose(void *handle); 



/** 
 * Write data to a remote EtherBone device. This may perform multiple writes 
 * if the register count is more than can be sent in one UDP packet. 
 * Currently this size is EboneMAX-REGS = 300 registers. 
 * 
 * @brief Write blocks of data to a remote EtherBone wishbone bus 
 * @param handle, returned from EboneOpen 
 * @param swab, if 0 no byte swapping else swap bytes 
 * @param sad, start address 
 * @param adinc, address increment in registers 
 * @param rcnt, register count 
 * @param registers, block of rcnt registers
 * @param port, remote port number
 * @param ip, IP address of EAD-node
 * @return Number of registers remaining to write, should be zero if OK, see errno 
 */ 
int EboneWrite( void *handle, 

int swab, 
int sad, 
int adinc, 
int rcnt, 
int *registers, 
short port, 
char *ip); 

/** 
 * Read data from a remote EtherBone device. This may result in several read 
 * response packets being processed if the size is greater than MAX-REGS. 
 * Currently this size is MAX-REGS = 300 registers. 
 * 
 * @brief Read blocks of data from a remote EtherBone wishbone bus 
 * @param handle, returned from EboneOpen 
 * @param swab, if 0 no byte swapping else swap bytes 
 * @param sad, start address 
 * @param adinc, address increment in registers 
 * @param rcnt, register count 
 * @param registers, block of rcnt registers 
 * @param retry, retry reading missed packets when set 
 * @param port, remote port number
 * @param ip, IP address of EAD-node
 * @return Number of registers remaining to read, should be zero if OK, see errno 
 */ 
int EboneRead( void *handle, 

int swab, 
int sad, 
int adinc, 
int rcnt, 
int *registers, 
int retry, 
short port, 
char *ip); 



The Etherbone EBM-bus dispatcher core, one possible implementation.

Only one transaction at a time can be managed by the EB-core and this implies in the case of 
more than one core that a dispatcher is required to multiplex multiple client accesses to the EBM-bus. 
The dispatcher lock status is obtained by client cores from the dispatcher by reading the lock register at 
address zero. A client core always reads zero if the lock belongs to another bus and reads one if the read 
is made from the currently connected bus. Thus on reading the lock value one, the core has exclusive 
access to the EBM-bus and the Etherbone transaction area and registers. When the transaction is 
complete, the client core releases the lock by writing zero to the dispatcher lock. When the lock is free 
the next bus to read from address zero gets connected to the EBM-bus, acquires the lock and as a result 
the lock value returned is one.

This is only one possible implementation of a dispatcher. Whatever implementation is chosen 
will affect the design of client cores that access the EBM-bus. The EB-core must be protected, it only 
provides TBLK the transaction area register block, cores that use this area must be disciplined. 

Fig-4
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EB-core signals

From Fig-2 observe that the Etherbone core is connected to three 32-bit Address/Data standard 
wishbone buses EBM-bus (input), and EBS-bus (output) INIT-bus (output). It is also connected to the 
Ethernet MAC core via Rx (input), and Tx (output) buses. 
library ieee;
use ieee.std_logic_1164.all;

entity etherbone_top is

  port (

-- clock&reset
-- all signals are synchronous to clk_sys_i

    clk_sys_i : in std_logic;
    rst_n_i   : in std_logic;

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- RX fabric interface
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- start-of-frame pulse: active each time new frame is received. Frame data is
-- available one cycle after on ctrl/data lines

    mac_rx_sof_p1_i : in std_logic;

-- end-of-frame pulse: indicates end of the current frame on fabric i/f. When mac_rx_valid_i
-- is active, mac_rx_ctrl_i and mac_rx_data_i contain the last data word of the current
-- frame.

    mac_rx_eof_p1_i : in std_logic;

-- RX data request line: when HI, subsequent frame words are input from
-- mac_rx_ctrl_i, mac_rx_data_i, etc.

    mac_rx_dreq_o : out std_logic;

-- RX control bus: indicates type of word currently present on mac_rx_data_i:
-- SRC_MAC, DST_MAC, VID_PRIO, PAYLOAD, OOB (see c_wrsw_ctrl_ in global_defs.vhd)

    mac_rx_ctrl_i : in std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);

-- RX data: frame data word

    mac_rx_data_i : in std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);

-- RX byte enable signal: when active, only MSB of mac_rx_data_i contains valid
-- data byte (the last byte of the frame). Used for handling odd-sized frames.

    mac_rx_bytesel_i : in std_logic;

-- Active HI when mac_rx_ctrl_i, mac_rx_data_i, mac_rx_bytesel_i are valid.

    mac_rx_valid_i : in std_logic;

-- When active, endpoint drops all the incoming frames. When asserted in the
-- middle of reception of the frame, its reception is immediately terminated.

    mac_rx_drop_o : out std_logic;

-- RX error strobe: HI pulse indicates that an RX error occurred. 

    mac_rx_error_p1_i : in std_logic;



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- TX fabric interface
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-- switch fabric interface                
-- TX data output

    mac_tx_data_o : out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);

-- RX control bus: indicates type of word currently present on mac_tx_data_o:
-- SRC_MAC, DST_MAC, VID_PRIO, PAYLOAD, OOB

    mac_tx_ctrl_o : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);

-- active HI: indicates that mac_tx_data_o, mac_tx_ctrl_o, mac_tx_bytesel_o are valid

    mac_tx_valid_o : out std_logic;

-- active HI: indicates the last byte of odd-sized frame. Byte is transferred
-- on MSB of mac_tx_data_o

    mac_tx_bytesel_o: out std_logic;

-- active HI: TX fabric is ready to accept data.

    mac_tx_ready_i: in std_logic;

-- start of frame signal. HI pulse indicates the beginning of new frame. Upon
-- assertion of mac_tx_sof_p1_o, mac_tx_ready_i shall become active, allowing the frame
-- data to be sent.

    mac_tx_sof_p1_o: out std_logic;

-- end-of-frame pulse: indicates end of the current frame on fabric i/f. When mac_tx_valid_o
-- is active, mac_tx_ctrl_o and mac_tx_data_o contain the last data word of the current
-- frame.

    mac_tx_eof_p1_o : out std_logic;

-- TX abort: HI pulse immediately aborts transmission of current frame. 

    mac_tx_abort_p1_o : out std_logic;

-- TX error strobe: HI pulse indicates that an TX error occurred. 

    mac_tx_error_p1_i : in std_logic;



-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Slave controller is driven by the EBM wishbone bus
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    ebm_cyc_i  : in  std_logic;
    ebm_stb_i  : in  std_logic;
    ebm_we_i   : in  std_logic;
    ebm_sel_i  : in  std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
    ebm_addr_i : in  std_logic_vector(2 downto 0);
    ebm_data_i : in  std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
    ebm_data_o : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
    ebm_ack_o  : out std_logic;

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-- Master controller drives the EBS wishbone bus
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

    ebs_cyc_o   : out std_logic;
    ebs_stb_o   : out std_logic;
    ebs_we_o    : out std_logic;
    ebs_sel_o   : out std_logic_vector(3 downto 0);
    ebs_addr_o  : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
    ebs_data_o  : out std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
    ebs_data_i  : in  std_logic_vector(31 downto 0);
    ebs_ack_i   : in  std_logic;
    ebs_stall_i : in  std_logic;

    );

end etherbone_top;
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